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Abstract

As we run to the end of the silicon roadmap, the
rapidly escalating cost of design, fabrication and
test in future systems-on-chip may justify a re-
evaluation of homogeneous reconfigurable mesh ar-
chitectures. Ultimately, the geometric constraints of
extreme nanoscale device layout may support only
simple functional arrays with predominately nearest
neighbour connectivity. However, these have proved
to be difficult to configure and program effectively as
even small load imbalances, unnecessary synchroniza-
tion overheads or delayed accesses to remote data can
prevent typical applications from running efficiently
on large distributed arrays of processors. We describe
an approach to the problem of configuring a system-
on-chip comprising an array of small interconnected
processors that imposes a common structure on dis-
tributed programs and trades some code efficiency for
ease of programming and ease of verification. Zeta is a
stack-based, concatenative language that bears some
similarity to Forth. It has been developed to man-
age the complexities of simulation and code genera-
tion in this multi-coprocessor environment. Zeta pro-
grams implement the computation and connections
of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) by manipulating
a stack of state variables. State information can be
passed forward (in time) through the directed acyclic
graph as needed using a virtual bus construct. This
paper describes the key features of the language and
illustrates its use via an example implementation of
an LDPC decoder.
Keywords: concatenative language, stack-based,
multi-coprocessor programming

1 Introduction

Because of its implications to petascale and ulti-
mately exascale computing (Kogge et al. 2008), con-
current operation on multiple processing elements is
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an intensive area of research. The objective is to
efficiently and effectively exploit parallelism in the
face of languages and operating systems that seem
to be actively seeking to hide it. At best this in-
volves significant software modifications targeting a
specific multi-processor platform. More often than
not it means completely rethinking the design, debug
and optimization methodologies. It is already clear
that even small load imbalances, unnecessary syn-
chronization overheads or delayed accesses to remote
data can prevent typical applications from running
efficiently on large distributed arrays of processors.

In this paper, we describe Zeta, a stack-based,
“concatenative” language used for simulation and
code generation targeting a homogeneous multi-
processor array platform. The language bears some
similarity to Forth and has been developed as an aid
for managing some of the complexities of implement-
ing distributed code on regular array platforms. Zeta
programs implement the computation and connec-
tions of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) by manip-
ulating a stack of state variables. State information
can be transferred ‘forward’ or ‘backwards’ (in time)
across the directed acyclic graph as needed using a
virtual bus construct.

This work is part of a wider program established to
directly address the issues of performance, power and
scalability in homogeneous multi-coprocessor plat-
forms. Multi-processor programming tends to be
characterised by excessive degrees of freedom i.e.,
there are many different ways to achieve a required
outcome. Zeta restricts these degrees of freedom by
imposing a common structure on programs and trades
some code efficiency for ease of programming and ease
of verification. The Zeta language has been used for
fast prototyping and educational demonstration of
these architectures, and allows designs to be imple-
mented and simulated without complex EDA tools
such as re-targetable compilers.

The remainder of this paper continues as follows.
Section 2 briefly outlines the organization of the ho-
mogeneous coprocessor array for which the Zeta lan-
guage was developed. Section 3 outlines the syntax
and key characteristics of this stack-based language .
In Section 4 we illustrate the application of the lan-
guage with a relatively complex example of an LDPC
algorithm. Finally, Section 5 summarizes and con-
cludes the paper.

2 The Co-processor Fabric

In this section, we briefly describe our simulation
platform that has been set up to explore the issues
of power and performance in homogeneous reconfig-
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urable arrays. The Homogenous Extensible Large
Grained Array (HELGA) is a regular mesh-connected
multi-processor architecture aimed at high through-
put media-related workloads. The coprocessor fab-
ric has been implemented as a C++ simulation, and
some parts of it transformed to a synthesizable Verilog
hardware description. Together, the C++ and Ver-
ilog simulations form a co-verification fabric in which
tightly coupled hardware and software (e.g., instruc-
tion set) optimizations can be made.

The focus on high-throughput multimedia appli-
cations implies that the operations that need to be
supported most efficiently include simple addition,
subtraction, accumulate, multiplication and multiply-
accumulate, with variably sized operands in the
range 8 to 32 bits. Further, the workloads of in-
terest are predominately single-instruction multiple-
data (SIMD). As such, HELGA is one in a long line
of homogenous reconfigurable arrays (see (Theodor-
idis et al. 2008) for a survey of coarse grained re-
configurable architectures and (Hartenstein 2001) for
a good historical survey). For example, the Mor-
phoSys architecture (Singh et al. 2000) was exten-
sively studied in the late 1990’s, while more recent
coarse grained architectures include QUKU (Shukla
et al. 2007), RICA (Khawam et al. 2008), MORA
(Lanuzza et al. 2007), ADRES (Vander Aa et al.
2011), EGRA (Ansaloni et al. 2011), BilRC (Atak &
Atalar 2013) and the Real-time baseband processor
of (Zhang 2014), all of which use various architec-
tural techniques to speed dataflow performance and
maintain streaming throughput.

Figure 1: Basic Array Architecture

The coarse-grained array architecture we are using
as an example platform here comprises a uniform ar-
ray of hierarchically connected concurrent processing
elements (CPEs) (Figure 1) in which groups of 16 pro-
cessing elements are organized into four groups (‘clus-
ters’ ) of four CPEs (‘quads’ ) with a small amount of
local shared data memory. Each PE can be consid-
ered to be equivalent to a simple 8-bit logic unit and
is connected horizontally, vertically and diagonally to
its nearest neighbours via shared busses. In turn,
each quad is interconnected with its three neighbors
via 32-bit data paths. As a result, arithmetic oper-
ations can be performed on a pair of 8-bit operands,
or the units can be ganged together into 16/32 and
64-bit within a cluster.

In this way, HELGA draws on work such as the
MorphoSys architecture (Singh et al. 2000), the pri-
mary differences here being the inclusion of local diag-
onal interconnect and the use of a small conventional
instruction RAM (e.g., 128 or 256 entries) in place of
their row/column context memory. Instruction mem-

ory fetches operate synchronously across all CPEs in
a cluster i.e., during each cycle, every processor exe-
cutes the instruction at the same program counter.

While these types of array architectures support
fast, high-efficiency computing, transforming useful
algorithms into usable program code is non-trivial
and requires the developer to simultaneously map the
time and place of all state information. This becomes
prohibitive for anything more than the simplest of al-
gorithms. Typically, development tools do not exist
for such novel architectures, and so developers must
either hand-code their efforts, or “roll-their-own” de-
velopment solutions.

Hand-coding is the simplest approach, but leads
to highly brittle code. Because state information is
valid only at specified times and places, any changes
to a hand-coded program will usually invalidate code
at other locations. This effect is also problematic for
architectures under active design, where assumptions
about instruction and data timing are often com-
pletely invalidated by design changes. To counter
this, there is a need for “thin” development tools that
can easily adapt to any architectural changes yet al-
low programs to be specified in a time/place indepen-
dent manner. The following section will develop this
theme.

3 Zeta

As mentioned above, Zeta is a stack-based, concate-
native language that has been developed to simplify
the process of simulation and code generation on the
HELGA platform. It is able to directly describe
the computation and connectivity of directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs) by manipulating a stack of state vari-
ables. Programs targeting the hierarchical platform
can be connected using the concept of a “virtual bus”
that passes state information ‘forward’ through the
directed acyclic graph as required.

Coprocessor code generation and mapping is han-
dled automatically so that programs become easier
to write and verify. Like most stack languages, the
syntax is terse and low-level. The stack represents
a primary data store, with instructions popping the
top elements as inputs and pushing their results back
to the stack. Functions are composed merely by con-
catenating functions together, so the parsing of con-
catenative languages becomes trivial.

The task of programming large arrays of proces-
sors is typically characterised by an excessively broad
design space, meaning there are always many dif-
ferent ways to achieve a desired outcome. Zeta re-
stricts these degrees of freedom somewhat by impos-
ing a common structure on coprocessor programs, ef-
fectively trading efficiency for ease of programming
and verification. For this reason, a Zeta program im-
poses a programming model that includes:

• a stack of eight 32-bit variables, addressable in
8-, 16- or 32-bit slices

• stack persistence across a sequence of adjacent
CPE groups, allowing arbitrary-length computa-
tion not restricted to a single group

• parallel threads with inter-thread communica-
tion operations

• easy I/O operations through ports positioned at
the boundary of each group of CPEs

• memory accessible across multiple clusters
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• simulation with a self-contained virtual machine,
allowing verification of the results of coprocessor
programs against simulated results

The price paid for this convenience is a loss of con-
trol over the selection and mapping of HELGA code.
There are few code-generation decisions to be made
when using Zeta, because code generation follows a
simple strategy of aggregating code in the order in
which instructions are encountered. In this sense,
the language superimposes “traditional” computing
resources (such as buses, threading and I/O) onto a
non-traditional computing fabric.

Zeta programs are simulated using a simple virtual
machine that allows the logical flow of HELGA code
to be verified against a simulated version, so any er-
rors are highlighted in the simulator output, greatly
increasing confidence in the generated code. How-
ever, one side-effect of this generation technique is
that, because code is generated based on the location
of stack elements stored across CPEs, the stack can-
not “evolve” in a data-dependent way. This means
that, once coded, the HELGA machine organization
is static for that implementation i.e., there are no Zeta
instructions that will modify the number of elements
used in the stack in response to any data.

3.1 Syntax

In addition to a number of conventional “meta in-
structions”, which provide high-level control over the
code (such as comments, compiler definitions, condi-
tional compile-time switches, etc.), a complete Zeta
program includes:

• a main namespace

• an execute function

• one or more Zeta instructions

Namespaces (e.g., main::) are used to organize code
into libraries while Functions (e.g., execute:) con-
tain all of the instructions encountered up to the
next namespace or function statement. Concatena-
tion is achieved by ‘calling’ functions using a names-
pace.function call, e.g. main.execute. All instruc-
tions in the called function are then copied into the
definition of the current function.

This can be illustrated using the simple example
program shown in Figure 2 which consumes three con-
stants a, b and c and places a+b and c+b on top
of the stack. The main.execute function loads the
three immediate values and calls a library function to
perform element-wise addition. String substitution is
performed using the define instruction to define a
key and value, and then using $key$ to perform the
substitution.

Everything between a hash ’#’ and the end of a
line are ignored. In a similar manner to Forth, these
comments are often used for documenting the stack
evolution by using simple stack diagrams . For exam-
ple, the comment:

# ( a b c -- (a+b) (c+b) )
documents a function that takes three operands a,
b and c (where a is on the top of the stack), and
returns two results (a+b) and (c+b) with the first
element on the top of the stack. The “#” character
is used to start the comment.

3.2 Threads

Zeta programs are written for a single thread and
simple parallelism is achieved by requiring that mul-
tiple threads use a common set of instructions (‘single

main::
execute:

define.a.11111111
define.b.22222222
define.c.33333333
$c$ # ( -- c ) using string expansion
$b$ # ( c -- b c )
$a$ # ( b c -- a b c )
library.add # ( a b c -- a+b c+b )

library ::
add:

swap dup # ( a b c -- b b a c )
rot # ( b b a c -- b a b c )
+ rot # ( b a b c -- b c b+a )
+ swap # ( b c b+a -- a+b c+b )

Figure 2: Simple Zeta example
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8 9 10 11

4 5 6 7
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12 13 14 15

8 9 10 11

4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3

thread 0

thread 3

thread 2

thread 1

thread 0

Clusters are arranged in threads
Threads communicate with their neighbour
Clusters numbered by ’Pete’s ordering’ (4x4) 

Figure 3: Sequences composed of clusters (a) multiple
threads, and (b) single thread

instruction, multiple data’, or SIMD). Threads are
implemented by considering the coprocessor grid as
one or a series of CPE sequences, defined as arrange-
ments of CPEs where program state is communicated
between neighbours.

Processing sequences are derived by partitioning
the grid into linear chains of CPE groups that can
communicate through their shared buses. Two spe-
cific arrangements are supported for the current co-
processor: ‘quad’ ordering of PEs as a repeating grid
of 2x2 tiles, and ‘hex’ as a grid of 4x4 tiles. The clus-
ter arrangements are sliced into sequences as shown
in an example in Figure 3.

While all threads execute concurrently, groups
within a thread’s CPE sequence also execute concur-
rently. PE groups later in the sequence will execute
before the data wave front of causality traverses along
each sequence. This can lead to problems when syn-
chronizing HELGA state evolution with simulated re-
sults.

Threads in a multi-threaded design can commu-
nicate directly with their upper and lower neigh-
bours through the N and S buses. Zeta commands:
parallel, ->>+, +>>-, +>>+ and ->>+ are used for
defining threads and communicating stack informa-
tion between threads.

3.3 State

Zeta provides a persistent program state consisting
of eight 32-bit variables accessed as a stack. Each
variable is accessible as 8-, 16-, or 32-bit slices, and
slices may be accessed and used in parallel in 1x32-
bit, 2x16-bit and 4x8-bit combinations.
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Algorithm code
(not to scale)

r0 variables

r1 variables

sequence 0 sequence 1 sequence 2...

4x mov rx,sw (origin)

4x mov sw,rx (destination)

Q3 Q2 Q1 Q0 Q3 Q2 Q1 Q0 Q3 Q2 Q1 Q0

Figure 4: Stack persistence using the forward bus

Figure 5: Reverse bus operation

The stack variables represent a concatenation of
registers from all CPEs within a quad, with each CPE
contributing two registers (e.g., r0, r1). Each quad
thus contributes two stack variables, and this locali-
sation of the stack variables to within a quad allows
the ALU to be easily accessed for calculations and en-
sures all 32-bits of a variable are always held by a sin-
gle quad. Instructions may access the stack using 8-,
16- or 32-bit slices, using a bar notation. For example,
four 8-bit additions/subtractions can be represented
as:

|33|22|11|00| # load bytes 0x33 , 0x22 , 0x11 , 0x00
aabbccdd # load word 0xAABBCCDD
|+|-|+|-| # calculate 0xDD99DDDD

The stack is persistent as a Zeta program evolves.
This is achieved by using a ‘forward’ bus to pass the
entire stack stack between groups of CPEs to imple-
ment a program flow. Figure 4 demonstrates stack
persistence using the forward bus. Here, the eight
stack elements (held in the r0 and r1 registers of the
quads Q3, Q2, Q1 and Q0) are communicated using
a set of origin/destination mov instructions through
the interconnecting switch. Once the stack elements
are stored at the destination sequence, the stack ele-
ments are available to the algorithm code during the
next user tick, before being communicated to the next
sequence, and so on. The forward bus latency imposes
a small overhead on Zeta programs (typically in the
range of 8% for our experiments).

3.4 Memory

Memory use in multi-processor programs is particu-
larly complex because RAM is associated with a par-
ticular group of CPEs. However memory read and
write operations could possibly be separated by sev-
eral groups of CPEs in a thread sequence. Several
memory structures have been developed to automate
the use of RAM. Two of these structures are suitable
for read/write operations within a single CPE group,
and two are suitable where read operations occur be-
fore write operations and these occur across different
groups. For these last two, RAM is allocated at the
read operation and a ‘reverse bus’, so-called because
it operates in the reverse direction from the flow of
computation (Figure 5), is used to communicate in-
formation back from the write operation to the cluster
containing the read operation.

Four memory types are defined by Zeta: Read-only
(ROM ), single cluster scratchpad RAM (SPM ), mul-
tiple cluster RAM (RAM ) and multiple cluster FIFO
(SAM, sequential-access memory). SPM - scratchpad
memory is a random-access memory type that allows
reading/writing to a block of memory within a single
cluster using an address. It is used mostly for simple
variables that are read, updated and written locally
(loop indices, for example). ROM - read-only mem-
ory can also be read with an address, but cannot be
written and is typically used for lookup tables. SAM
- sequential access memory is a FIFO that maintains
an internal ’current’ index to read a value and then
overwrite that value with a new value from the reverse
bus.

Distributed memory types, i.e., that can be read
and written across groups of CPEs need data values
(and addresses for RAM) to be communicated be-
tween the read source and write destinations. The
reverse bus is used to move four 32-bit variables from
later sequences to earlier sequences via a multiple-
sequence zig-zag pattern (length 4 is shown in Fig-
ure 5 but this is arbitrary). Three of the four se-
quences merely pass data from an input port to an
output port, and every fourth sequence writes the
data to the relevant group of CPEs via their inter-
connection switch. This technique strikes a balance
between bus latency and the size of the code-space
required to implement the bus. Bus breaks are in-
troduced at every Nb sequences, and so if the read
and write sequences are given by Swand Sr respec-
tively then the bus latency (in cycles) is given by
∆b = ⌊Sw/Nb⌋−⌊Sr/Nb⌋+1. For example, a random
or sequential memory access that reads in sequence 2
and writes in sequence 10 (and zig-zags with length
4) will require 3 cycles before the data written in se-
quence 10 is available in sequence 2.

3.5 Instructions

This section describes some of the types of instruc-
tion that have been implemented in Zeta. These are
summarized in Table 1. These arithmetic operations
map directly onto the available processor operations,
which can therefore easily be extended as the archi-
tecture evolves.

3.5.1 Stack

Stack instructions manipulate the contents of the
stack. In our current implementation, there is one
primary stack (stack 0), which is used by all instruc-
tions for their arguments and outputs. In addition.
several secondary stacks 1..9 are available, which al-
low for easier data manipulation. One use of multiple
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Table 1: Zeta Instruction Types
instruction description stack stack

before after

drop drop the top of
stack

a -

dup duplicate the top
of stack

a a a

>n pop from top of
primary stack,
push onto stack n
for n=1..9

a -

n> pop from stack n,
push onto top of
primary stack for
n=1..9

- a

over copy the top of
stack

a b a b a

rot,rot3 rotate the stack a b c b c a
-rot, reverse rotate a b c c a b
-rot3 the stack
rot4 rotate the stack

(4 elements)
a b c d b c d a

-rot4 reverse rotate the
stack (4
elements)

a b c d d a b c

swap swap the top two
elements

a b b a

reset resets the stack a b c ... -
<hex load - <const>
constant> immediate
random load random

immediate
- <const>

stacks is to assign one stack element to each of eight
secondary stacks. These elements are then easily ac-
cessible without complex stack operations. For exam-
ple, if stacks 1...8 each contain a single value then 1>
dup >1 2> dup >2 + >3 will read values from stacks
1 and 2, duplicate and push them back, then add
them and push the result onto stack 3. All stack op-
erations except dup and the immediate loads are ex-
ecuted without cost on the hardware, as they merely
involve a re-mapping of the stack elements. An ex-
plicit copy is required for the dup and load operations.

The input instruction creates an expected input
value in the vector file which is then used for simu-
lation. Vectors are read into the coprocessor via an
IO switch at the edge of the array. It is possible to
calculate the value to be written to the vector file at
compile-time by using begin and end commands to re-
strict the instruction’s effects to the virtual machine
only (by switching off code generation and leaving
the virtual machine on). For example, Figure 6 will
pre-calculate an expected value and write it to a test
vector file. On the other hand, output instructions
write a value from the top of the stack to the switch,
as shown in Figure 7. Further, input and output
instructions automatically update the vector file and
synchronise the vectors to the appropriate coproces-
sor cycle.

input.my_name.N.begin # code generation off
random

# calculate a value on the stack
11111111
+

input.my_name.N.end # code generation on
#

write the vector in the N direction

Figure 6: Example for input

3.5.2 Parallel Communications

Communication between parallel threads is only
possible because Zeta threads are single-instruction

random # value on top of stack ...
output.my_name.N # ..is output to N direction

Figure 7: Example for output

multiple-data (SIMD), so the top elements of adjacent
threads are guaranteed to be in identical places on
neighbouring clusters and data can be simply moved
through the CPE switches.

Threads are created and used as shown in
Figure 8. Parallel threads are created within
parallel.begin...parallel.end instructions. The
parallel.sync instruction attempts to ensure that
thread communication is possible, by aligning threads
to the same cycle and testing that the stacks of all
threads are consistent. The compiler will halt unless
all stack elements are represented by the same stack
variables across all threads.

parallel.begin.4 # start 4x SIMD
random # ( -- value )
parallel.sync

# synchronise all threads
->>+.ff

# move top of stack from
#

low ->high threads ,
# thread 0 = 0xff

+>>-.aa
# move top of stack from

# high ->low threads
# thread 3 = 0xaa

# swap threads [2n+0] with
# threads [2n+1]

if.thread_is_even .1. begin
+>>+

if.thread_is_even .1.end
if.thread_is_odd .1. begin

->>-
if.thread_is_odd .1. end

parallel.end.4 # end SIMD

Figure 8: Example of parallel instructions

As mentioned in Section 3.2 above, communication
between threads makes use of one of the four parallel
move instructions. For example, ->>+ moves from
lower to higher thread, while +>>- moves from higher
to lower thread.

3.6 Code Generation

Zeta programs can be considered as dataflow pro-
grams with a static schedule of execution as deter-
mined by the execution order of Zeta instructions.
The schedule is developed implicitly by the developer
by arranging the calculations to effectively use the
stack as each instruction ‘consumes’ data from previ-
ous instructions.

The coprocessor code can therefore be generated
in the order of a concatenated Zeta program. This is
achieved by ‘locating’ each input stack element and
possibly moving these input values to an appropri-
ate quad, performing the calculation, and moving the
results back to the appropriate stack element loca-
tion. In HELGA, two registers (r1 & r0) contain the
state information for the algorithm code. Therefore
all generated code must avoid overwriting these regis-
ters unless calculation results are being written, forc-
ing the compiler to select either the accumulator or
other registers to maintain program state.

Code is mapped to the array in the order in which
it is encountered and is mapped as ‘early’ as possible
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to maximise efficiency. In the case of data depen-
dencies, code generation will first ‘synchronize’ to the
earliest possible location such that all input operands
are available. (It could be said that the code gener-
ated by Zeta resembles an upside-down Tetris game,
where irregularly-shaped sections of code are placed
as high (early) as possible in the instruction memory
while satisfying any data dependencies.)

A simple example of Zeta code is shown in Figure
9, where three 32-bit immediate values are first stored
on the stack using the r0 or r1 registers of quads Q1,
Q2 and Q3. The first addition is performed by mov-
ing from the Q1 stack elemnet to the accumulator
of Q0, while also moving the Q2 stack element to the
Q2 accumulator, and then adding with the ALU. The
second addition is performed in a similar manner, be-
fore the final results is read from an ADD register and
stored in a Q3 stack element.

Figure 9: Simple code generation example

Many factors affect the efficiency of the code gener-
ation. Some of these have been identified empirically:

• the mapping of stack elements to quads/regis-
ters should cause code to ‘cover’ all quads as uni-
formly as possible

• the slicing of operations into heterogeneous 8-
and 16-bit operations should be used sparingly

• the stack should be kept as full as possible to al-
low data to be ‘preloaded’ into the corresponding
stack variables

• generated code blocks should be small and
‘atomic’, and higher-level code generation should
be composed of many smaller units

3.7 Execution

Executing a Zeta program will cause coprocessor code
to be generated, and a set of test data to be created.
However, there are some subtleties associated with
synchronised execution of a Zeta program on a vir-
tual machine and as coprocessor code. These have
no bearing on the performance of the code, and are
merely artifacts of the interplay between this dataflow
approach and the more traditional thread-based pro-
cessing of the stack-based virtual machine. These po-
tential issues are identified below.

3.7.1 Pipelining

Coprocessor programs execute continuously and so
each PE in the array repeats the same instructions
in a loop. When the execution of all PE groups is
considered together, the coprocessor program com-
prises one stage in an infinite set of pipelines. Figure
10 shows an example of this. A set of eight clusters
(0,1,2,3,16,17,18,19, all E-W neighbours) is arranged
in a sequence. Pipeline 0 begins execution with clus-
ter 0 in user tick 0, and execution continues in cluster
1 in user tick 1, cluster 2 in user tick 2, and so on. In
parallel, pipeline 1 begins execution with cluster 1 in
user tick 1, and continues similarly.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Sequence

0

1 0

2 1 0

3 2 1

4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0

6 5 4 3 2 1 0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

0 1 2 3 16 17 18 19

Pipeline 0

1

2

4

5

6

7

3

User tick

Cluster

0

R

W0

W1

Figure 10: Pipelining of cluster sequences

Because RAM is persistent, pipelines can commu-
nicate with each other by storing/loading state be-
tween stages, allowing the execution of directed cyclic
graphs (DCGs). This is illustrated in Figure 10 with
the W0 and W1 operations. Operation W0 (memory
write origin) first occurs in the 0th pipeline in se-
quence 3 (cluster 3), and the address/data is commu-
nicated to sequence 1 (cluster 1) where operation W1
(memory write destination) occurs. The latency be-
tween write operations is therefore dependent on the
sequence distance between W0 and W1 operations.
Because read operations are performed immediately
before the W1 operation in the code generation, the
total latency between read to write operations is ap-
proximately double the sequence distance.

3.7.2 Simulation

Zeta programs are self-contained and are simulated
using a simple virtual machine based on a set of eight
4x8-bit stacks. The evolution of these stacks is logged
to stdout.

The results of the simulation are then used to ver-
ify the generated code. The Zeta compiler will auto-
matically generate a test vector file as an input for
the simulator. Multiple pipelines are simulated by
rerunning the simulation from the start, but without
changing any RAM settings. The RAM banks can
then be used to create feedback for DCGs by creating
threads where initial values are loaded from RAM,
processed, and the written back to RAM using an
appropriate memory type.

3.7.3 Synchronization

The pipelining illustrated in Figure 10 makes obvious
the problem of synchronizing the coprocessor code
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with the simulation. The shaded positions in the
pipeline map represent clusters that do not partici-
pate in the 0th pipeline until a number of user clock
ticks have passed. In general, the delay before a clus-
ter participates in the 0th pipeline is equal to its po-
sition in the sequence.

This presents no problems if the coprocessor code
is implementing a DAG, because any unwanted re-
sults due to processing before the 0th pipeline can be
safely ignored. The same is not true, however, for
DCGs where an unwanted change in state can per-
petuate and cause inaccurate results.

The solution to this is to ‘guard’ the RAM write
operations to prevent RAM state from being changed
until the 0th pipeline. When accessing RAM with
an address, this is achieved using a simple reference
counting scheme. For sequential-access memory, it is
achieved by adding a number of ‘dummy’ locations to
the start of the FIFO and then skipping these when
the FIFO pointer is reset. In this way, simulation
results can be used to verify the code generation by
ensuring that virtual machine results match the re-
sults from simulation.

3.7.4 Verification

Results from the virtual machine can be used to ver-
ify code generation by writing intermediate VM out-
puts to the vector file as expected simulation outputs.
The simulator will then automatically compare these
against the simulation outputs and flag any errors.

Thus program correctness automatically splits into
two sub-problems: algorithmic correctness, which can
be verified by comparing VM outputs against an ex-
ternal reference model and code correctness, which
can be verified automatically by the simulator.

In the next section, we look at a typical example
to illustrate the application of the Zeta language to
coprocessor design and implementation.

4 A Case Study: LDPC Decoder Design and
Implementation

Low-density parity check codes (LDPC) are a class
of error checking and correcting codes originally pro-
posed by Gallager (Gallager 1963) that have been
adopted for 10 Gb/S Ethernet (IEEE 803.3an), WiFi
(IEEE 802.11n) and WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e) stan-
dards, digital storage, and deep-space communica-
tions. LDPC codes are characterised by large, sparse
parity-check matrices (denoted by H) that can be
used to generate syndromes. A syndrome s is a check
vector calculated from a received codeword c

H.cT = s. (1)

Codewords are encoded from a sequence of message
bits by adding redundancy in the form of parity bits,
and are created in such a way that they are dis-
tinct, allowing higher decoding accuracy if they are
corrupted in transmission. A null syndrome s = 0
indicates that the received codeword is a valid output
codeword of the encoder, and, because the Hamming
distance between codewords is generally maximal, it
is assumed that the codeword has been received with
no bit errors.

All operations are assumed to be on GF (q), the
Galois (finite) field of order q, which constitutes a set
of q symbols and addition and multiplication opera-
tors that are commutative, jointly distributive, and
have defined identities and inverses. Field GF (2) is
commonly used and has obvious advantages for two-
value logic circuits, however there is a large body of

work that studies LDPC codes with higher radices
q > 2. All operations described in this report will
be on GF (2), comprising the symbols 0 and 1 and
modulo-two addition and multiplication operators.
Accordingly, the modulus operator ‘mod 2’ is often
omitted from arithmetic equations.

The role of an LDPC encoder is to augment the
bits of a message with a set of parity bits, thus in-
creasing the redundancy of the bit stream. The en-
coder can be implemented as a matrix multiplication,
derived from the parity check matrix H, or using lin-
ear algebra to derive a set of encoding equations from
H that require fewer calculations. Similarly, the role
of an LDPC decoder is to interpret a set of bit likeli-
hoods, generally as the result of a preceding demodu-
lation step, to find the most likely message that could
have been sent.

To demonstrate the application of the Zeta lan-
guage, an LDPC decoder was built and simulated.
MATLAB and C versions of the decoder were adapted
to generate input and verification data for this imple-
mentation. The design focussed on one of the emerg-
ing international standards, IEEE 802.11n. As this
standard contains several different LDPC codes, one
of the smallest (Table R.1(d)) was selected, as sum-
marised in Table 2.

Table 2: LDPC design goal (from Table R.1(d) of
(IEEE WG802.11 Standards Group 2009))
Parameter Value Description

N 648 Number of bits per
decode

R 5/6 Code rate
Z 27 Number of bits per

LDPC column
—J— 4 Number of LDPC rows
—I— 24 Number of LDPC

columns

Figure 11: Simple layered LDPC decoder

4.1 Architecture

The simplified pseudo-code of Figure 11 is shown as
a high-level flow graph in Figure 12. The modules
included in this design are:

• index: prepares the iteration indices

– J: the current row of the quasi-cyclic (QC)
code

– z: the current row of bits within the QC row

– C: the QC code for this row and column
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Figure 12: LDPC data flow (one of 24 threads)

• bit node update: updates the bit node estimates

• statistics (not shown): calculates statistics for
the bit node values across all threads

– min0/min1: the minimum and second min-
imum of the bit node magnitudes |Mi|

– S: the sign-product of the bit node values
Mi

• check node update: updates the check node bits
and bit likelihoods

• feedback: reads/writes the check node and bit
likelihood values using RAM

There is a natural parallelism in the algorithm based
on the QC column, and this is used to develop the
code in a “quasi-SIMD” form, where all threads use
(almost) common code to operate on the multiple
data across the threads. Thus the decoder requires 24
threads. The design is based on a layered approach
in which the LDPC matrix is considered as a set of
layers, and each layer in turn is used for updating a
subset of the estimates (Hocevar 2004)(Sharon et al.
2004). As a result, memory usage is optimized to:

• J: 1-byte,

• z: 1-byte,

• C: 24 x 4 bytes,

• L: 24 x 27 bytes,

• E: 24 x 4 x 27 bytes,

• total: 3338 bytes/decoder

which is distributed across the 24 threads.
All calculations use 8-bit saturated arithmetic.

This was previously verified using the C model, and
allows a simple optimization to be used where the
decoder is written as 4 parallel decoders by using the
ALUs in 8-bit non-carry modes. Thus the LDPC code
is common across the four decoders, however they can
operate on separate data.

The Zeta stack-based language was used to de-
velop the coprocessor code because it automatically
creates the necessary infrastructure (buses, memory
types, continuous calculation), removes the burden
of code generation, and allows simulation of the de-
coder within the language’s virtual machine and gen-
eration of verification data. Even so, the two most
difficult modules to implement were the minima cal-
culations and the sign-product calculation, as these
both involve a high degree of interconnection between
threads.

All inter-thread communication is through the
nearest-neighbour by using the appropriate parallel
communication function within Zeta. For example,
the minima calculation has been implemented as a
24-way sort, followed by the selection and distribu-
tion of the two lowest values, as shown in Figure
13. Here, the arrows represent a two-element sort-
ing operation. In the first stage, threads 2i and 2i+1
are compared and swapped if needed. In the second
threads 2i+1 and 2i+2 are similarly sorted, and the
stages repeat until, in the worst case, a smallest value
in thread 23 has the opportunity to traverse across to
the 0-th thread. Once the thread’s values have been
sorted, the minimum and second minimum is merely
distributed across the clusters.

0 1 2 ... 23

Sort

Distribute

24 threads

24 times in total

Figure 13: Minima calculation using the “sort and
distribute” method

The sign-product is more complicated than the
minima calculation owing to the nature of the sign-
product operation itself. The sorting operation de-
scribed above is idempotent, and subsequent sorting
operations after the first do not affect the result. The
two-element sign-product operation is not idempo-
tent, and so care must be taken to ensure the correct
results is calculated.

For the sign-product calculation, a shuffle network
is used similar to the minima calculation, except af-
ter four iterations three partial sign products (S0..7,
S8..15, and S16..23) are available equi-spaced across
the threads. These are combined to form a single sign
product for all threads, and the result is distributed.
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0 1 2 ... 23

Partial sign 
products

Distribute

24 threads

Total sign 
product

Figure 14: Sign-product implementation using the
partial + combine + distribute approach

4.2 Results

The current version of the example coprocessor im-
plementation exhibits the following performance:

• Throughput ≈ 26.0Mb/s

– Message length = 2160 bits

– 4 independent decoders

– 540 bits/message

– Decode time ≈ 83000 clocks/decode

– SNR = 1dB

– Number of iterations = 2

Each module was profiled by determining the num-
ber of clock ticks required for that module. The re-
sults are summarized in Figure 15. Clearly, this im-
plementation requires further profiling and optimiza-
tion and clearly demonstrates the mutual relationship
between the compilation process and the underlying
hardware structure. About 5000 of the 6100 clocks re-
quired for a single iteration of the LDPC decoder are
used by the minima and sign product modules in the
statistics module. This module performs a large num-
ber of “shuffles” between adjacent groups of CPEs,
and the minima calculation generates in the order of
80% of these.

Figure 15: Profiling results

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have described the main character-
istics of Zeta, a stack-based, concatenative language

that has been developed to manage the complexi-
ties of simulation and code generation in a multi-
coprocessor hardware environment that comprises an
array of small interconnected processors. The lan-
guage imposes a common structure on distributed
programs and trades off some code efficiency for ease
of programming and ease of verification. Zeta pro-
grams implement the computation and connections
of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) by manipulating a
stack of state variables.

An example implementation of an LDPC decoder
has illustrated the effectiveness of the approach. It
was found that more than 80% of the clock cycles
required for a single iteration of the LDPC decoder
are used by two of the statistics modules and these
modules generate the majority of the bus traffic be-
tween them. It is exactly this sort of analysis that
Zeta was originally set up to support. From these re-
sults we can clearly see that the behavior of the inter-
processor communication channels has the greatest
effect on the overall performance of the machine. Us-
ing Zeta to generate stimulus vectors for the eventual
hardware platform will support the future optimiza-
tion of these channels for not only LDPC but many
other algorithms.
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